HAIR
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~ Hair Extensions Aftercare ~
Having spent time and money to achieve your new look, it is important that you follow these simple
aftercare instructions to keep your extensions in perfect condition. Please read carefully through
these guidelines, which will help you maintain your new hair extensions.

Once your bonds have been applied do not wash your hair for at least 48 hours to allow bonds to set.
Wash the bonds, as your normally would, using the shampoo and conditioner recommended by SK Hair
Extensions Limited. Try to avoid too much rubbing on the bonds. Gently press the shampoo into the bonds
and massage in a downward motion when cleansing. Rinse thoroughly.
A tip! If your shampoo your hair 3 times, your will achieve a look that will last for longer. 1st day straight?
2nd day curly? 3rd day up? Options if you live a busy lifestyle. To wash dry and style will take you some
time so advise to wash and style night before and leave in gentle plait to sleep.
Do not go to bed with wet hair as the extensions will tangle.
When brushing the hair always support the extensions with one hand as over vigorous brushing will cause
breakage.
Always tie hair back when swimming, sleeping and taking part in sports. You may tie your hair back into a
soft plait to keep the cuticles from rubbing together and causing friction.
Expect some discomfort for the first 2 weeks, your scalp needs to get used to the extra weight of the hair
that has been applied.
An itchy scalp signifies you have not rinsed thoroughly, or that your scalp is getting used to the extra weight
of the hair.
Hair extensions cannot be guaranteed if you have used an unprofessional shampoo, as some commercial
shampoos are very strong and contain chemicals that eventually break the bonds down. Only use the
products recommended by SK Hair Extensions Limited to ensure extensions are kept in prime condition.
You will experience some shedding and you may lose some extensions but do not worry this is quite
normal. You may lose between 5-15 extensions, depending on how carefully you treat them.
Hair Extensions need to be removed within 3/4 months. It is strongly advised that they are not pulled out as
this could cause your natural hair to be damaged. A simple professional procedure to remove the bonds is
available when required. This depends on how fast your hair grows and how well you look after your
extensions. SK Hair Extensions can only guarantee safe and clean removal if carried out by SK Hair
Extensions.
Always use a flat soft brush such as a paddle brush to detangle your hair, working from the bottom up
holding hair tight in one hand. Comb down through your scalp in between your bonds to help avoid matting
at the roots. You may experience slight matting at the roots after several months, however this is quite
normal and is easily combed through when they are removed.
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On average we lose between 80-100 natural hairs daily. We don’t generally notice and it is always replaced
with new hair growth. This natural shedding builds up over the 3 to 4 month period, as is bonded to
extensions it cannot freely fall. This may give the impression of a amount of hair loss upon removal;
however this is just the build up over the 3 month period of wear.

Thank you for reading the guidelines, enjoy your new look!!

I confirm that I have read and understood the above aftercare instructions and agree to follow them.
I accept that failure to comply with the procedures and products recommended will be at my own risk and
that SK Hair Extensions limited will not be held liable or responsible.

Signed ..................................................

Date .....................................................

